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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the initial-boundary value problem 
Ut = (Uyzz + up, (x:, t) E (O,l) x P, T), (1) 
wYr (1,9 = up (1,t) I (Oz (0,t) = 0, t E [O,T), (2) 
u (z, 0) = uo (cc) > 0, z E (O,l) i (3) 
where parameters m > 1, p > 0, q > 0. 
The porous medium equation (1) appears in several branches of applied mathematics [1,2]. 
It has been used to model chemical reactions, heat transfer, population dynamics, and so on. 
The equation describes a slow diffusion phenomenon for m > 1 and a fast diffusion one for 
m < 1. The adjectives slow and fast that characterize the diffusion come from the behavior of 
the diffusion coefficient D(U) = urn-r near zero [3,4]. However, in this paper, we are interested in 
the behavior of those solutions to problem (l)-(3) that are bounded away from zero, therefore, 
the characterization of the diffusions as fast or slow do differ from those of the above. 
The following two problems of nonlinear diffusion equations 
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Ut = (Urn),$ + up, (x, t) E (0, 1) x LO, T), (7) 
~(x,o)=uo(x), x E (0, 1) > (8) 
u(0,t) = u(1,t) = 0, t E [O, T) 7 (9) 
have been studied by many authors. The blow-up conditions are q > 1 with m > 1 for prob- 
lem (4)-(6) [5-101 and p > m > 1 for (7)-(g) [1,3,5]. 
The nonlinear diffusion problem (l)-(3) b ecomes a semilinear one if m = 1, the blow-up 
conditions and blow-up rates of which are known as well [7,8,11]. If max(p, q) > 1, the solutions 
of (l)-(3) with m = 1 will blow up in a finite time with blow-up rate 
c(T-t)-” I: nil”“,“) 5 C(T-t)-*, 
for some positive constants c and C, where a: = l/(p - 1) if p 2 2q - 1; a = 1/2(q - 1) if 
p 5 2q - 1. Observe that 1/2(q - 1) = l/(p - 1) if p = 2q - 1. 
In this paper, we will prove the following blow-up results for problem (l)-(3). 
(i) The solutions of (l)-(3) bl ow up in a finite time if and only if max(p, q) > 1. 
(ii) The blow-up rate is 
c(T -t)-” 51py(.,t)Ic(T-t)-“, 
where a! = 1/(24-m - 1) if p 5 2q - m with q > m; ct = l/(p - 1) if p 2 2q - m with 
p > m. Clearly, a! = l/(24 - m - 1) = l/(p - 1) for the case ofp = 2q - m. 
Throughout this paper, we assume Q, u, 2 0 for all z E (0,l) and t E (0, T). In fact, it follows 
from the comparison principle that they are really true provided U;(X) 2 0, (u;;“)~~ + uz 2 0 in 
(0, 1). 
2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND BLOW-UP CONDITIONS 
We can get the sufficient and necessary blow-up conditions for the more general N-dimensional 
case, i.e., the following problem: 
ut =Aum+up, (x,t) E R x R+, (10) 
&P 
- = uq 
arl ’ 
x E &A x R+, (11) 
u (xc, 0) = uo (x) , x 6 0, (12) 
where R is a bounded domain in RN with C2 boundary. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u be a solution of (lo)-(12). Th en, u blows up in finite time if and only if 
m=+, 4) > 1. 
PROOF. At first assume max(p, q) > 1 holds. 
Clearly, the solution of problem (4)-(6) of the N-dimensional case [12] is just a subsolution 
of (lo)-(12), which blows up in finite time provided q > 1. 
Let U(t) be the solution of the following homogeneous (ODE) problems: 
U’ (t) = up (t) ) U (0) = rn$ ue (.) = 60 > 0. 
It is well known that U(t), as a subsolution of (lo)-(12), blows up in finite time if p > 1. 
Now, suppose max(p, q) 5 1. 
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Setting w = urn, rewrite (lo)-(12) as 
( > qp = Au + #lrn, t (x,t) E R x R+, (13) 
au - 7Jqlm, 
q/- 
(x,t)E a0 x R+, (14 
v(x,O) =vo(x), x E i=L (15) 
Let n = l/m, a = p/m, ,0 = q/m. Then problem (13)-(15) becomes 
(w”)~ = Au + P, (x,t) E R x R+, (16) 
av 
q =lJp, (x,t) E r3R x R+, (17) 
v (x, 0) = 210 (x) , x E a. (18) 
It is easy to see that the assumption max(p, q) 5 1 with p, q > 0 and m > 1 for problem (lo)-(12) 
is equivalent to 0 < n < 1 and max(a, p) 5 n for (16)-(18). 
Construct 
B = Aekt In h (x) ek(n-l)t + B 
( > 
, (x,t)~flxR+ 
with positive constants A, B, and k to be determined, where h(x) is the positive solution of linear 
problem 
w Ah(x)=x=l,l, x E i-l, 
ah 
gj =I, x E aci, 
with cl 5 h(x) 5 es for x E R and some positive constants cl, es. 
By a straight computation, we have 
+ Aneknt n h(x) ek(n-l)t +B1) 
n-1 k (n - 1) &n---l)t 
h(x) .&n-W+~ 
L ; knAneknt h (x) ekcnvljt + B I> n 2 iknAneknt (I~B)~, 
Au = AektV h (x) ek(n-l)t + B 1 [ -’ V h(x) ek(n-l)t +4) 
AekntAh (z) 
= h(x) &(n-l)t + B - 
Aekt (V [h(x) ekcnpljt + B])2 < AAeknt 
(h(x)e”(“-l)t +B)2 - B ’ 
h(x) ekcn-‘jt + B I> O1 5 Aneknt (In (es + B))” , 
for (x,t) E R x R+ and 
av Aeknt Aeknt 
zj= h (x) &n-ll)t + B ’ c2fB’ 
tf = Ape’@ h (x) ek(n-l)t + B ’ 5 Aneknt (ln (cZ + B))’ 
> 
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on 80 x R+. Moreover, 
~(~,O)=Aln(h(~)+B)2Aln(c~+B), x E R. 
So, if we choose A, B, and k satisfying 
BlnB>2(1-n)cz, Aln(cl +B) 2 6, 
Aleo 2 (CZ + B) (In (cg + B))O , 
k > 2XA1-” + 2B (In (~2 + B))” 
- Bn (1nB)” ’ 
then 5 is a supersolution of (16)-(18), h’ h w lc im pl ies the global existence of solutions to prob- 
lem (16)-(18). Th e same is true for problem (lo)-(12). I 
It is easy to see that the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds for problem (l)-(3) as well. In fact, 
e.g., for the case of max(p,q) > 1, putting E(t) = Jt~(z,t) dz [7,13,14], we learn from (l)-(3) 
and the Jensen’s inequality that 
s 
1 
E’ (t) = ut (x, t) dx = ((u”)~~ + u”) dx 
0 
=(0),&t)+ l~Pdz=zP(l,t)+/lzP’dr J 
2 luqdx+$ipdx 2 (6’udx)“i (ludx)’ 
= Eq (t) + EP (t) . 
Clearly, E(t) blows up in a finite time provided E(0) > 0, and so does u. 
3. BLOW-UP RATE 
In this section, we will establish the blow-up rates for problem (l)-(3). We obtain this by 
means of the properties of constructed self-similar solutions [10,15-171. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a solution of (l)-(3). A ssume that one of the following holds: 
(4 4 > m=((p + m)/% ml; 
(b) p > max(2q - m,m) or 
(c) p = 2q - m with max(p, q) > m. 
Then there exist positive constants C, c such that 
c (T - t)-” my@,“) s(T-t)-“, ast+T, 
where Q = 1/(2q-m-1) for Case (a), (Y = l/(p-1) for Case (b), and a! = 1/(2q-m-1) = l/@-l) 
for Case (c). 
PROOF. First, consider Case (a). Let u be a solution of (l)-(3) with the finite blow-up time T. 
Denote 
kf(t*) =u(1,t*) =$lU(.,t*), 
for each t* E (0,T). Define 
1 
4a (Y, s) = M (t*) u (UY + 1, bs + t*) , 
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for y E R, = {y E R : ay + 1 E [O,l]} = [-l/a,01 and s E {s E R : bs + t* E [0, t’]} = [-t*/b, 01, 
where a = 1M-(4-m), b = ~‘vI-(~Q+‘+~). Denote k = M-(2q-m-p). Obvio&, 0 5 c+& 5 1, 
&(O,O) = 1, ?& > 0. Moreover, I& satisfies the porous medium equation 
It is noticed that positive parameters a, b and k go to zero as t* -+ T since q > max((m+p)/2, m). 
We claim that there exist positive constants Cr and C2 such that 
Cl I $&O,O) I c2, (22) 
for every a small. 
Suppose the first inequality in (22) is false. Then there exists a sequence uj -+ 0 such that 
2 (0,O) -+ 0. 
Since daj is uniformly bounded in C 2+a11+a/2 [5,18-201, we have a limit function 4, passing to a 
subsequence if necessary, such that I& + 4 in C2+p,l+p12 for some ,8 < 01 satisfying 0 5 4 5 1, 
4(0,0) = 1, 2 2 0 and 
4s = (~“)y, 7 
WY, (0, s) = 4q (0, s) , 
in {y < 0) x (- oa,O]. Set w = 4s. We have 
ws = m (v-‘w),, , 
m (c#+ gy (0, s) = 4 (v-‘w) (0, s) 2 0. 
Together with the boundary condition w,(O, s) 2 0 and w(O,O) = 0, it follows by using Hopf’s 
lemma [21,22] that w E 0, which implies 4 does not depend on s. Thus, 4 = 4(y) satisfies 
0 = (v?,, 7 
(4”), (0) = 4q (0) = 1, 
and hence, (4”), E 1 for y E (- 00,0], which contracts the fact that 0 5 4 < 1. 
Due to & is uniformly bounded in C2+a,1+a/2, th e second inequality in (22) is obviously true. 
In terms of U, it follows from %(O, 0) 5 C’s that 
but (1, t*> 
A4 (t*) 
= IvF-~~ (t*) ut (1, t*) = Mm-2q (t*) Aft (t*) < C,. 
Integrate the above inequality on (t, T) to obtain 
M (t) > c (T - t)-1’(2q-“-1) ) 
with c = (C2(2q - m - l))-1/(2’J-“-1), or equivalently, 
rn;~~ (., t) 2 c (T - t)-1’(2q-“-1) . 
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In a similar way, we get from %(O, 0) 2 Ci that 
n$y” (., t) 5 c (T - t)-1’(2q-“-1) 
with C = (Cr (2q - m - 1))-1/(2q-m-1). 
Next, consider Case (b) of p > max(2q - m, m). Let 
We define 
da (Y, s) = &u Cay + 1, bs + t*) , 
for y E [-l/a, 0] and s E [-t*/b,O], where a = M(“-J’)/2, b = Ml-p, and k = M(2q-m-p)/2. 
Clearly, a, b, and k tend to zero as t* -+ T since p > max(2q - m, m). This function $a satisfies 
0<4,<1,&(0,0)=1,!&>Oand 
We claim (22) holds for this case also. If $(O, 0) > Cr for a small is not true, then passing 
a subsequence aj -+ 0 such that %(O, 0) -+ 0 and using Hopf’s lemma, we have a nontrivial 
solution of 
0 = w7yy + dP, WY, (40) = 0 
satisfying 0 5 $ 5 1, $(O,O) = 1, w ic is a contradiction. Using the same method as before, we h’ h 
get the reverse inequality. The reverse inequality in (22) followed by da is uniformly bounded in 
(32+a,l+‘3/2. Notice 
g (l&O) = bu$;*;) = Ml-P (t*) ut (1, t*) = M-P (t*) Mt (t*) , 
we can get the blow-up rate for Case (b) with LL = l/(p - 1). 
Last, consider Case (c). Notice that p > m and q > m are equivalent because p = 2q-m implies 
q - m = (p - m)/2. P roceeding as before with a = M( m-P)/2 = Mm-3 b = Mmfl-2q = Ml--P 
and k = Mm+P-Q = M(%-m-P)/2 = 1, we have in this case that iG verifies 0 5 & 5 1, 
&(O,O) = 1, $$$ 2 0, and 
We can prove (22) for this case as well. For example, if $$ > Ci does not hold for a small, 
passing to a subsequence and using Hopf’s Lemma, we obtain a nontrivial solution of 
0 = (P),, + dP, Y < 0, 
w)y (070) = 4q (O,O) = 1, 
with 0 < 4 5 1, $(O, 0) = 1, which is a contradiction. By using (22), we can get the blow-up rate 
for this case with a = 1/(2q - m - 1) = l/(p - 1). I 
REMARK. Roth nonlinear terms in problem (l)-(3) benefit the occurrence of blow-up. The blow- 
up rates are determined by the nonlinear boundary flux if p < 2q - m with q > m, or by the 
nonlinear reaction term if p > 2q - m with p > m. 
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